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CLIMBING IN THE TATRA MOUNTAINS 

BY T. HOWARD SOMERVELL 

Read be.fore the Alpine Club, November 5, 1935 

HEN I was in Colombo in June 1935, waiting for a steamer 
to take me home on furlough, I strolled into Cook's 
office and there saw an advertisement bearing an exciting 

looking pinnacle, appended to which was the legend ' Czeco
Slovakia the High Tatra.' Little thinking that it would really 
be of use, I pocketed it and, on the voyage one afternoon, I read 
it through and looked at the pictures ; I then perceived that the 
Tatra seemed to be a very beautiful and distinctly sporting range 
of mountains. ·And when, on my arrival home, it became 
necessary to decide where to climb this year, I suggested the 
Tatra to Beetham, Meldrum and my brother, who had arranged 
already to put up with a back number in the shape of myself, and 
to combine to form a climbing party in August. 

The suggestion met with immediate approbation; it was new 
ground to us all, and the mountains, though not very high, seemed 
to promise good rock-climbing. Moreover, on inquiry we 
found that the return railway fare (znd class, £14) was very 
little more than would take us to the Alps and back. 

We looked out the only three records we could find of previous 
expeditions to the Carpathians, and were forced to add to our 
otherwise pleasurable anticipations of the Tatra the certainty 
that it would rain there, and the probability that it would rain 
most of the time ; we encumbered ourselves accordingly with 
mackintoshes which we never had to use, and an excess of changes 
of clothes which were in part at least unnecessary. But perhaps 
that was our good luck ; at any rate we had decent weather the 
whole time except for two days, and though much of our climbing 
was in the clouds, yet we were only once actually rained upon 
while on the rocks. 

The Tatra is the highest group of the Carpathians, and forms 
part of the boundary between Czeco-Slovakia and Poland. Its 
mountains are all under · 9000 ft. high, but the group rises in a 
fairly abrupt manner straight out of the plains, fertile and culti-
'vated on the S., but mainly wooded on the Polish side. There 
is a kind of shelf at a level of about 3000 ft. on the southern 
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slopes of the mountains on which several health resorts with 
numerous sanatoria have been built. These places, especially 
Strbske Pleso and Stary Smokovec, provide centres with flesh
pots and good shops for provisions, while from them paths lead 
up to the huts among the mountains. These huts are for the 
most part old shooting-boxes, for the Tatra before the war was 
the game preserve of the royal and noble families of Hungary ; 
and these Schutzhauser have now become well-equipped and 
commodious huts for tourists and climbers, holding from 30 

to over 100 people, proyided with food and drink in great variety, 
and at a cost which varies inversely with their accessibility. 

Most of the huts are about 6ooo ft. high, and as there are 
twelve of them. in the district, every mountain in the Tatra is 
easily accessible from a hut, while often 3 or 4 peaks can be 
climbed in a day. For the entire Tatra Group is only 20 km. 
from E. to \V., and 15 from N. to 8. 

The excellent and complete Climbers' Guide to the mountains 
by Dr. Komarnicki, published in 1918 in German, seems to be 
out of print now; but we found it very useful, while its classifica
tion in difficulty of the various climbs almost exactly corresponds 
to that adopted by the Guides to the British rocks published by 
the Fell and Rock Climbing Club, and the S.M.C., as well as 
the books of J. M.A. Thomson, the brothers Abraham and 0. G. 
Jones. 

As for the people of the country, we found them extremely 
nice and courteous ; everyone seemed to give us a real welcome 
and we were never made to feel as if we were outsiders. One 
could not help contrasting our pleasant welcomes at the huts 
and hotels, with the treatment the Czecs, if unable to speak a 
word of English, would have received at some of our British 
climbing centres. Between the four of us we knew not one word 
of the vernacular, but we found German was usually understood; 
the only real language difficulty \vas the fact that every place, 
mountain, hut, lake, pass and valley have at least two, and usually 
three, entirely different names, apparently possessing no syllabie 
in common, in German, Czec and Polish respectively. The 
signposts and the notices are in Czec on one side of the range, 
in Polish on the other. The best comprehensible Climbers' 
Guide was in German. 

Our first centre was Hrebienok at the end of a cable railway 
from Stary Smokovec, a first-class hotel with magnificent cooking 
and an ideal place to reinforce our economical living at the 
huts above it. The first day we walked up the Grosser Kohl
bachtal and climbed the Kleine Vysoka by its N. ridge, a short 
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but exhilarating and moderately difficult climb like an exceedingly 
good Skye ridge. An easy descent and traverse of the next 
peak found us in an ideal spot for tea on a grassy ledge at the top 
of a steep, snow-filled gully ; our cooker was soon melting the 
snow, which eventually boiled and gave us tea. Everything was 
in the clouds and we waited long for th~ weather to clear and 
allow us to do the next peak of the traverse the Wartze or 
Granaty. But the clouds got thicker, so we climbed it was too 
steep for glissading down the thousand-foot couloir to the upper 
Kohlbachtal, a fine open valley, carpeted with grass, with peaks 
of varied and fantastic outline rising from all sides of it. 

Our first experience of Tatra rock had been good ; it was 
sound granite, with steep exposed cliffs viewed from above with 
equanimity owing to the profusion of good holds for hands and 
feet on the rock. This granite, though in places not unlike that 
of the Chamonix Aiguilles, is on the whole cracked and shattered 
into smaller pieces, · and most of the ridges are more like the 
Napes ridges of Great Gable than any other rocks I can think of. 
' Put the Coolin on to the top of an Italian valley and you have 
the Tatra ' is the best known description of the group, although 
entirely inadequate ; the ridges, many of them of a high standard 
of difficulty and overlooking colossal vertical precipices, total 
over 100 miles in length, not counting the many subsidiary aretes 
which act as buttresses to the numerous mountain tops. Some 
of the northern faces of the peaks are 3000 ft. high and of an 
angle of 75° to 85°. From most of the summits, if the weather 
is clear, one looks down on the plains of Poland on the N. with 
their miles of forests, and to the patchwork of cultivated land on 
the S., 7000 ft. below and stretching down towards the Danube. 

We stayed the night at the Schutzhaus and, after an excellent 
night in bunks and a good breakfast, set out to do a rather 
longer traverse towards the next valley to the N.-W. An easy 
walk to a col brought us to the foot of the W. ridge of the 
Rotenturm, whence we ·had a fine end-on view of the Spitzerturm, 
on the S. face of which there was a fatal accident on the following 
day. 

The Rotenturm provided a jolly climb up the steep but rough 
rocks of the S. face and W. ridge and, going down its N.E. arete, 
we had several awkward gendarmes to climb over ; in this and 
in most of our expeditions we were fairly conscientious ridge
climbers, only avoiding those gendarmes which were either very 
difficult or impossible. In several places where the book tells 
us to rope down we found it possible to climb down, largely owing 
to the fact that \Ve had in Beetham a skilful leader brought up on 
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the severer Cumberland climbs, than which we found nothing 
harder, although several places in the Tatra were mo~e dangerous 
owing to loose rock. 

An easy walk brought us to the top of the Markasitturm, 
whence a difficult and extremely enjoyable ridge with a number 
of exposed teeth leads to the Eistalerspitze (Lodovy, Jegvolgyi), 
one of the highest Tatra peaks. Here we were lucky enough to 
get a superb view for a few minutes to the W., including the 
magnificent Javorovagrat with its two miles of teeth all crowning 
a zooo ft. vertical northern face a climb we longed to do but 
for which we never had an opportunity. The clouds came down 
rapidly and, following the German guide-book backwards so to 
speak a process which I, as the guide-book man, found very 
much harder than I owned to my companions we found the 
way down to the famous Stone Horse and the easy rocks of the 
tourist route (cf. Petite Dent de Veisivi at Arolla). 

Here, as in other places where there is a tourist route, we took 
off our non-existent hats to the tourists who, clad in bathing 
dresses and wearing ordinary walking shoes, manage to find their 
way in large numbers up these peaks which, though easy to the 
trained mountaineer, comprise nevertheless very definitely 
'climbing,' and not mere 'scrambling.' We met no one on 
this particular mountain, but later on we saw many unequipped 
parties, largely composed of the fair sex, accomplishing climbs 
which were really extremely creditable. 

We dined and slept well at the Teryhaus that night, after 
sauntering down the lesser Kohlbachtal which we felt to be one 
of the most beautiful and impressive valleys in the world. The 
glen is very narrow and, as one looks down it, the stupendous 
cliffs of the Lomnicky the second highest mountain in the 
Tatra are on the left and the fantastic and even steeper rocks 
of the Mittelgrat on the right. Beneath our feet were beautiful 
bright green effects, short grass and light grey glacier-worn rocks, 
and over the five lovely blue tarns the Fiinfseen we saw a 
glimpse of the pine forests below and, beyond them, of the plains, 
miles away and sooo ft. below, dotted with small woods and little 
red-roofed towns, all framed like a delicate painting in the bold 
and almost vertical cliffs on either hand. It is hard to compare 
mountain views, which are most of them perfect in their way·
but if there is a more beautiful picture in the world than the 
Kleine Kohlbachtal from its northern end, I should like to be 
told where to find it. 

The Lomnitzerspitze is easily ascended from the eastern side, 
but its S.W. face is steep, and next morning we went up the long 

• 
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gully leading to a gap called the Franzscharte just N. of the 
summit. The rocks on the true right of the gully provide good, 
easy climbing on sound rock; after 100ft. or so of this, the gully 
is crossed on snow and its steep left wall is climbed the next 
gully to the right leading up to the gap called Jordanscharte. 
Here the fun begins ; the Jordansturm provides a straightforward 
but airy traverse on its other (eastern) side, and a steep climb 
down to the final col. Hence a route reminding one very much 
of the old Pendlebury climb on the Pillar Rock in Ennerdale, 
leads on to the steep N.E. face of the Lomnica. Here the rocks 
are almost vertical and the next so ft. was a good lead on the part 
of Herren Noack and Habel who made the first ascent by this 
route in 1899. The holds are small though sufficient, and it 
would be a severe step even now were it not for the extremely 
large pitons and iron chain which render it easy and safe even for 
a moderate party. Good rocks with fine views down both sides 
of the ridge lead easily to the top of the mountain. On our 
arrival there the clouds rolled gradually away, the sun came out 
and we had glorious views in many directions. Ridges of in
credible sharpness appeared here and there out of the cloud, 
notably the Gabelgrat which we vvished we had time to climb, as 
its traverse gives over 7 hours of continuous climbing. 

After a good rest and a meal on the top, we went down by one 
of the easy ways, once more feeling respect for the stout-hearted 
tourists who so often go up by this very definitely exposed route, 
and came out into the valley 1000 ft. below the Tery hut and our 
lunch. The thought of the latter was the chief thing that got 
us up that 1000 ft. of path in the valley, and we were rewarded 
after ordering an omelette for our luncheon by being served a 
complete lunch w£th the addition of an omelette that is to say, 
a raspberry sandwich cake. Bevvare of the word ' Mittagsessen ' 
and menu, the mere mention of which implies a definite order 
for the complete meal, at a price far loftier than any peak in the 
Tatra group. 

After filling our stomachs and emptying our purses, we tackled 
our second peak for that day the Mittelgrat by its N. face. 
This is a mountain notorious for rotten rock in its lower third 
as we found, but it provides a varied climb : a rotten gully, a 
jolly ridge (very like the well-known one on Scafell Pinnacle) 
and a long face climb up shallow grooves and natural staircases, 
followed by a short arete leading to the top. Although we had 
started in rain, we obtained from the summit of this peak the ~ 
finest views of the whole of our holiday. The evening sun cast 
great shadows on the mountains to the W., shedding a glorious 
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glow over those to the E. of us ; far away we discerned a double 
summit with which we promised ourselves further acquaintance 
and which actually gave us, some days later, our best climbing 
day the Tatraspitze or Velka Vysoka. 

As the hour was late we went down the same way and, on arrival 
at Hrebienok, were met by the astonished proprietor with an 
expression that said with eloquence, ' But you're not you you 
are dead, not alive.' He had not understood that we were to be 
several days away from his hotel and had given the alarm all over 
the district ; fortunately for us he did not know our names, so 
nothing happened and we soon drowned our apologies in one of 
the best dinners I have ever eaten. - · 

After doing two peaks on opposite sides of a main valley in 
one day, we felt that the next must be a day of rest and replenish
ment, so we occupied it by a traverse in the train to Strbske Pleso, 
a new spa, run by the Government and on the whole rather a 
jolly place. After re-provisioning, a walk through pine forests 
brought us up to Popradski Pleso, our next centre. The large 
hut-hotel here had to our joy a proprietor. who spoke English, 
and we lived for several days in a bedroom for four provided 
with real beds. 

Our first thought was for the fine-looking mountain with two 
summits, and we found from the guide-book that a traverse of 
this, including the Drachenwand and Dechyspitze, was a good 
climb of some difficulty. Although we started early, the mountain 
was entirely in cloud when we approached its foot, and we had 
to guess where to start the climb. The very sketchy diagram 
succeeded only in misleading us, but we found the right place 
eventually, obtaining a continuously interesting and, in places, 
difficult climb over the two subsidiary peaks and up to the 
southern summit of the Tatraspitze. Another party was doing 
the same climb in front of us, but though we heard their voices 
often we never saw them until we got to the top, when a rift in 
the clouds revealed them on the second summit. Half an hour's 
climbing on a sharp arete brought us thither, whence we traversed 
the Martinrothspitze along the most sensational ridge we had 
yet been on. 

The precipice to the N.E. is nearly vertical and one looks almost 
straight down to the Eissee 3000 ft. below. There were signs 
of a large rock-tower having very recently toppled over on to 
I his N. face sweeping every inch of it for a width of many yards 
from top to bottom ; the remains of the rock-tower, shattered 
into thousands of fragments, were spread out on the snow slopes 
at the foot of the crags and some had reached the lake itself. 
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From our airy perch on the overhanging and not too stable 
rocky arete, the sight was one that inspired us with a . sense of 
rather awful magnificence. ' Rather like a bad dream,' said one 
of us. ' Yes, but one of those dreams one wouldn't have missed 
for anything,' said another. 

An easy climb led down from the Martinroth peak to the 
Hunfalvyjoch, where there is a newly-built hut whose guardian 
supplied us with six cups of the weakest tea I have ever seen, 
without milk or sugar, for the modest price of 3s. 6d. (six small 
cups). In 2 hours we were back in Popradski Pleso, where for 
far less than this amount one can get a good square meal. 

While on the Tatraspitze we had been attracted by the look of 
the Koncista arete to the S.E., one of the best-known ridge climbs 
in the Tatra. So we started early on the next day to make the 
whole traverse of the Eisseespitze, l(leine Koncista and Koncista. 
The first hundred feet were on rotten rock, but this appeared to 
be only a ' fault' and suddenly the rock changed to good granite, 
giving us a whole day's excellent sport. The Kleine Koncista 
and its large gendarmes provide the pick of the climbing ; the 
ascent of this along the ridge, avoiding a tremendous gendarme 
by a long traverse on its eastern side, brought us to a lovely 
grassy ledge for lunch. Just in front of us was another party
a very affable Polish padre, climbing with a guide who, he told 
us, was the best professional in the Tatra. We watched them 
tackling the steep face of the summit of the Kleine Koncista. 
The guide, who appeared rather nervous, seemed to have the 
one idea of keeping his Herr close to him and seldom went more 
than three or four yards ahead. We saw no sign of the rope 
being either belayed, or in fact used as anything but a festoon
like decoration to the climbers. As my brother aptly remarked, 
' A difficult climb seems to become a dangerous one if you've 
got a guide in the party.' 

A few minutes later we were ascending, with Beetham as 
leader, the same piece of rock, which though steep was well
provided with holds and devoid, in his hands, of any danger at 
all. This face led straight to the top of the peak and now, for 
several hours, the rock climbing was continuous and interesting 
as we traversed the ridge, including two splendicl gendarmes, 
until the easy rocks of the final arete of the Koncista brought us 
in thick mist and rain to the summit. A compass was required 
to direct us down to the long traversing path at the 2000 m. 
level which led to a col, whence a hundred small zigzags brought 
us to Popradski Pleso and its amenities. It was a fine day's 
climbing on sound rock, but the latter half had been almost 
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entirely in thick, cold mist with no view of more than 50 yards 
in any direction a typical Tatra day. 

After two whole days of such continuous ridge-work on rough 
granite, our finger-tips were glad of a rest in the shape of a \valk 
up the Rysy (or Meeraugspitze) into Poland. Little more than 
2 hours after leaving the hotel we were on top of the Rysy, a 
wonderful view-point with a paved path leading to the top. 
Here a crowd of tourists were enjoying between the clouds as 
usual the marvellous views of the northern Tatra peaks and 
their N. faces, most of them almost sheer for 3000 ft. The 
'ordinary way' down the N.W. face of the Rysy is quite a 
mountaineer's affair and, once more, we took off our hats to the 
half-clad and poorly-shod tourists who take it in their stride. 

It was evening and we had none too much time, so we came 
down rapidly, and soon found ourselves by the most impressive 
lake I have seen like a first-class Norwegian fjord. The cliffs 
of the l\1engsdorferspitze come down sheer for 3000 ft. into the 
Meeraugssee where according to local superstition the waters 
bubble up from the Baltic and cause ripples on the calmest day. 
The reflections were so wonderful and the ripples so completely 
absent, that the Baltic must have been neglecting its duty that 
evening and it was hard to see where the water joined the rocks. 
This further heightened the gloomy splendour of the scene, 
which we all agreed as being the cream of the Tatra, surpassing 
in grandeur even the lesser Kohlbachtal and far more impressive 
than the Oeschinensee near Kandersteg. · 

The path skirts the lake, then descending for 6oo ft. until the 
Fischsee is reached, on the shore of which is the hotel where we 
stayed the night. Alas ! my poor brother. He was our German 
spokesman and had to wait nearly an hour at the bar before he 
could book our rooms, such was the crowd and so intricate the 
formalities of this Polish frontier hotel. The rest of us mean
while drank excellent beer and thus kept a table engaged ; the 
dinner and the rooms, which eventually were ours, proved both 
to be very satisfactory. 

Next day we went up to the Monch, an impressive peak 
entirely unlike its Swiss namesake and very difficult to climb, 
and thence on to the Cubrina of which the N. face has a reputation 
for difficulty. We attacked it, after lunching at its foot, just to 
the E. of the summit and, after a long traverse to the right, 
Beetham found a recess of climbable rock, in climbing which 
reliance had to be placed in holds on large blocks of granite 
seeming as if they might crash down the face of the cliff at any 
moment. The sole further route was a descending traverse to 
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the left where our leader, after a long run out, announced that he 
had reached the place which we had left 20 minutes before ! We 
unanimously voted that a safer route must be found, and we 
discovered it in a snow-filled gully on our left. The rock was 
still loose and treacherous, but soon became easier and therefore 
safer and led us on to a N.E. ridge giving good climbing on sound 
rock to the summit. 

As we descended theW. ridge it began to rain, and the ferocity 
of some of the gendarmes made us avoid many of them by a 
long descending traverse on the S. face of the peak. At last 
we reached a cairn where all possibility of progress seemed to 
disappear, as we were apparently cut off by a sheer cliff from the 
col we desired to reach. But a peep round a corner near the 
cairn revealed an easy but exposed traverse on rocky and grassy 
ledges which brought us, wet through and (for the first time in 
the Tatra) cold, to our col. A run down to the hotel renewed our 
circulation and our spirits, but the weather looked bad, and the 
following day it was pouring with rain all the time. We decided 
to give up our projected traverse of the Mengsdorferspitze and 
go back by 'bus along the road which encircles the eastern end 
of the Tatra. But how ? The 'bus apparently started from a 
place called Morske Oko, and we could not find this on the map, 
so were preparing to walk some 8 miles to the frontier bridge 
which we knew the 'bus must pass. We were just looking round 
for someone who could understand our German and tell us where 
Morske Oko was, when my brother fortunately saw a picture 
postcard of Morske Oko itself, displaying a view of the hotel we 
were staying in. Thus humiliation and an 8-mile walk were 
saved us ; we boarded the 'bus at our own door a few hours 
later. What must be a magnificent motor-ride in fine weather 
was simply a cheerless run through fog and rain, with the un
romantic though welcome finish of a good dinner in the comfort
able hotel at Strbske Pleso. 

It was at Strbske that we had our only other language incident. 
A little bird hopped out of the hedge, and Meldrum asked : ' Is 
that a robin redbreast ? ' so I said, ' Yes, I think so.' A well
dressed girl with a tennis racquet was passing us at that moment 
and overheard this trivial and harmless conversation ; she turned 
her head and said in excellent English: 'No, I'm not that sort 
of person,' whereat we all felt duly abashed and wisely held our 
peace. 

Next day the weather improved, and we walked up to the 
Schlesierhaus at the foot of the Gerlachspitze, the highest peak 
of the Tatra. The guide-book showed us that there was a ridge 
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providing 8 hours of climbing, so we started early (after a cheer
less night in damp beds) and were soon at grips with the S.E. 
arete. The rock was good an~ sound, every gendarme was a 
problem in itself and, after a few hours, we found a first-rate 
one to finish our serious and conscientious ridge-climb. Time 
was getting on, and my brother and I had to catch an evening 
train, our 14 days being finished. So we ended the climb by 
taking the tourist route for the last hour, following the footsteps 
of two girls in bathing-dresses, instead of continuing on the jagged 
and difficult ridge ; we reached the top soon after noon. There 
we were as usual among the clouds ; when our ovvn peak was out 
of them and we basked in sunshine, nearly every other mountain 
was obscured, so we had no effective views from the highest 
peak in the Carpathians, although we obtained some beautiful 
glimpses now and again, chiefly of the jagged ridges of our own 
peak. This, especially to theN. of the summit, was well supplied 
with glorious towers of rock and steep cliffs leading into abysmal 
depths vvhich the clouds rendered mysterious, and in vvhich we 
had the finest succession of coloured Bracken spectres I have 
ever seen. 

After an hour and some food, rendered eatable to our parched 
throats by a tiny stream :flowing from some melting snow a few 
hundred feet below the top, we bucketted down the tourist 
route, the way by which our fair companions by this time clad 
in +fours and Norfolk jackets had come up. It is a good long 
descent and is considerably more difficult than many routes in 
the Alps which only properly equipped climbing parties under
take, though of course free from ice or snow. Once more, hats 
off to the Czec tourists ; but this time our hats are to be taken 
off as a farewell salute, for my brother and I had to leave for 
Berlin, home, and duty by the night train. 

Beetham and Meldrum stayed for a couple of days climbing 
on Satan, a mountain they say was well-named owing to the 
dangerous and difficult rocks of its eastern face.. They finished 
by a visit to a major wonder of nature, only discovered in 1921-

the great limestone caves of Demanova, in which Beetham told 
me ' you could put all the .caves and pot-holes of Britain a 
hundred times and they would scarcely be noticed.' Miles of 
huge caverns far larger than cathedrals are connected by immense 
corridors, all decorated with gigantic stalactites, and flood-lit 
most effectively by the enterprising Czeco-Slovak Government's 
Tourist Bureau. 

' The view of these caves for a couple of minutes from any 
one standpoint is worth all the trouble of getting there .; we 
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simply walked for miles through a succession of them, all beautiful, 
all different and all amazingly vast.' So says Beetham, a keen 
Yorkshire pot-holer ; and I must say I am sorry I left the district 
without seeing them. We had had a splendid holiday, and to 
anyone who enjoys rock-climbing and does not demand glaciers 
among his holiday haunts, we unhesitatingly recommend the 
Tatra. 

NOTES 

Dr. Komarniki's Clirnbers' Guide (German) 3 vols. : 'Die Hohe Tatra.' 
Good diagrams. Turistik and Alpinismus, Budapest, 1918. 

Rucksack Club Journal, 1935 ; 'Days in the Visoke Tatra.' 
A.J. 32. 200 sqq. 
Ibid. 37. 249, sqq. ; with map, 269 sqq. 
Ibid. 47· 310 sqq. 
Recent guide books have been published in Czec or Polish. Information 

from Cedok offices in Regent Street, W. I, and at Stary Smokovec. 
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